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Thirty-One Days of Praise
Traces twentieth-century bridal gown trends from the ostentatious fashions of the Edwardian era, to the flapper gowns of
the 1920s, to the new feminism and hippie counterculture designs of the 1960s, to the sleek, sexy designs of the 1990s.

Lessons in Electric Circuits: An Encyclopedic Text & Reference Guide (6 Volumes Set)
If you often find yourself struggling with the stresses of finances, health, career, relationships, self-image, or family, then
this humor-filled volume is just what you need. With simple, practical tips for attaining the peace you crave—the peace that
passes all understanding—you’ll discover healing, refreshment, and revitalization for your spirit, body, and mind.

Wrangling the Redhead
Uplifting Devotionals
As founder of the Peace Corps, Head Start, the Special Olympics (with wife Eunice Kennedy Shriver), and other
organizations, Sargent Shriver was a key social and political figure whose influence continues to the present day. This
authorized biography, exhaustively researched and finely rendered by Scott Stossel (deputy editor of The Atlantic), reads
like an epic novel, with “Sarge” marching through the historical events of the last century—the Great Depression, World
War II, JFK’s assassination, the Cold War, and many more. Sarge gives us a complete account of Shriver’s life, as well as a
thoughtful commentary on the Kennedy family, the Peace Corps, and United States and world history. It is a riveting and
comprehensive reconstruction of a life that exemplifies what it means to be a true American.
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One Year with Jesus in the Gospels
Christians who long to experience God in a fresh, deep way will treasure this powerful, personal praise guide, rereleased
with an updated cover. Every day for just one month, a Scripture-based devotion cultivates the "heart habit" of praise and
worship. Readers will be gently inspired to appreciate and adore the Lord in all things -- yes, even in the midst of pain,
disappointment, and heartache. A deeper intimacy with God -- and a greater love for Him -- is the sure result. Come into His
Presence with Praise Praise. It leads you into God’s awesome presence, into the delight of His Word, into the sure
knowledge of His great love for you. If you long to experience God in a fresh, deep way, you’ll treasure this personal praise
guide. Every day a different Scripture-based devotion helps you cultivate the “heart habit” of praise and worship. You’ll be
gently inspired to appreciate and adore the Lord in all things, even in the midst of pain, heartache, or disappointment. A
deeper intimacy with God—and a greater love for Him—is the sure result.

Too Blessed to Be Stressed
I Do-Religious Division and Social Conflict
Got 3 minutes to spare? You’ll find the spiritual pick-me-up you desire in Too Blessed to Be Stressed: 3-Minute Devotions for
Women. 180 uplifting readings from bestselling author Debora M. Coty pack a powerful dose of comfort, encouragement,
humor, and inspiration into your day. Minute 1: scripture to meditate on; Minute 2: a short devotional reading; Minute 3: a
prayer to jump-start a conversation with God. This portable package makes a fabulous any-occasion gift for every woman.

The Determined Virgin
This book is an ethnographic account of the emergence of Hindu nationalism in a tribal (adivasi) community in
Chhattisgarh, central India. It is argued that the successful spread of Hindu nationalism in this area is due to the
involvement of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), a militant Hindu nationalist organization, in local affairs. While
active engagement in 'civilizing' strategies has enabled the RSS to legitimize its presence and endear itself to the local
community, the book argues that participation in more aggressive strategies has made it possible for this organization to
fuel and attach local tensions to a broader Hindu nationalist agenda.
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Moments Together For Couples
To pray is to turn to God. Every day for a year, readers can meditate on one powerful promise from God's Word and join in a
brief devotional prayer that focuses on practical Christian living. Plus, plenty of space for recording personal prayer insights
and concerns encourages readers to linger in prayer--and grow closer to God.

Too Blessed to be Stressed: 3-Minute Devotions for Women
Infuse your spirit with encouragement and hope in this wonderfully uplifting devotional created just for you. One reading for
every day of the year will bring much-needed refreshment to your soul.

A Treasury of Praise
Helping Hands Press is proud to release their third "Uplifting Devotionals" bundle! Each month a new bundle of Devotionals
will be released featuring different HHP authors. We plan to offer a variety of themes and perspectives with these bundles.
Book III features a number of the Canadian authors in the Helping Hands Press Community: Murray Pura, Tony Hilling, Tracy
Krauss, Marcia Lee Laycock, Janice L. Dick and Ruth L. Snyder.

Aleida
Uninhibited Aleida is the creation of one of the most renowned Colombian caricaturists, Vladdo, whose particular
understanding of women makes the book a comedy jewel. This smart and beautiful woman is ready to talk about men,
society, sex, money, work, and love in this illustrated satire.

Daily Prayers & Promises
Wrangling The Redhead by Sherryl Woods released on Oct 25, 2001 is available now for purchase.

Sarge
Inspiration for Your Daily Encounters with God Those who have discovered the secret of praise know how powerfully it
deepens their experience of God. They’ve seen firsthand how He often works in our times of praise, releasing freedom and
joy that transform struggles into blessings. Yet even when you know the delight of daily spending time with God, you may
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find yourself distracted by life’s busyness or even reluctant to offer praise in the midst of trials. The key, writes author Ruth
Myers, is to “choose to cultivate the habit of praise, taking steps to enrich your prayer life.” This inspiring collection of daily
encounters will help you do exactly that. Deeply rooted in Scripture and adapted from Ruth’s earlier writings, A Treasury of
Praise guides you through personalized prayer and praise, invites you to feast on the words of God, and leads you to a
deeper understanding of His power and love. Through each brief reading, you can enter into God’s presence. You can find
Him truly sufficient to carry you through every disappointment, every challenge, and every season of life. From the
Hardcover edition.

Everyday Encouragement and Hope
God’s Big Plans for Me Storybook Bible illustrates the 40 foundational principles written in the #1 New York Times bestseller
The Purpose Driven Life (What on Earth Am I Here For?) by Pastor Rick Warren. With child-friendly language, engaging
illustrations, and a chronological approach, Pastor Warren introduces each Bible story with a theme that aligns with one of
his foundational principles. He wraps up the stories with a closing thought targeted to early readers. The colorful
illustrations and narrative tone bring these beloved Bible stories to life for readers young and old.

God's Big Plans for Me Storybook Bible
In the midst of the stress and pressure of everyday life, Moments Together for Couples will give you and your mate a
chance to pause, relax and draw upon the strength of the Lord. This easy-to-use devotional helps you set aside anywhere
from 5 to 30 minutes every day with your spouse to grow closer to God and closer to each other.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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